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Students analyze line plots with one month of temperature data from three locations—places where the Wildlife
Protection Organization built reserves for particular species of primates. Students find a pattern to the temperatures in
each place that can be described by the range. Students then work with the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool
where they use patterns to predict likely temperatures for four different locations. Finally, students return to the
weather data from Bintulu, a city on the island of Borneo, where orangutans live, and practice predicting the weather.
The purpose of this lesson is for students to recognize that they can use the monthly temperature range to compare
one place to another and to predict the temperature on a day in that or the upcoming month.

PPrredictedicted Phenomenon:ed Phenomenon: The future weather on three islands
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Different temperature ranges in several different places

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Although the temperature in a place can change each day, there is a pattern that can be described by the range
of temperatures. Different places have different temperature ranges.

• Patterns in data allow you to make predictions.
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Students use the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool to reflect on
patterns and temperature ranges for particular places.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce thee the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Tool.ool. Refer to the Investigation Question on the board and let
students know that they will use a digital app to work with patterns and predictions.

2. P2. Prroject Guidelineoject Guidelines fs for Uor Using Appsing Appss.. Review each guideline with students. Add your own guidelines as needed.

33. P. Prrojectoject Student AppStudent Apps Ps Pagagee.. Show students how to select Weather and Climate, then Box 1 for 2.3 Recognizing
Patterns.

1

2
MODELING TOOL

Analyzing Patterns

3

Analyzing Patterns
25
MIN

We figured out that temperatures follow a pattern in different places around the world, so we answered part of
the question Is there a pattern to the weather that we can use to make predictions? The next step is to see how
these patterns might be useful to us since we are meteorologists who want to predict the weather.

• Read the instructions at the top of the screen.
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44. D. Deesignatsignate pe pairairss, dis, distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess, and ha, and havve se studenttudents begin ws begin working.orking. After a few minutes, provide a signal for
students to switch “drivers” so both partners in each pair get a chance to work with the app.

55. P. Partnerartners infs infer the per the pattattern, then cern, then continue placing oontinue placing ovvalsals.. Have students place all the remaining ovals after they
determine the pattern.

66. P. Prroject Wheroject Where did ye did you placou place thee thesse oe ovvals?als? Point to the ovals on the right side of the projection one at a time. Call on
volunteers to share the number of the box that they chose.

77. P. Prroject Student Appoject Student Apps Ps Pagagee.. Review how to select Weather and Climate, then Box 2, 2.3 Temperature Patterns. Let
students know that the second activity is similar to the first, but it has temperature data and the information that
appears is either the name of a state or a question mark. Go over the instructions, as needed.

• Point out the numbered boxes (1–4), the ovals in the scrollable toolbar on the far right, and the RESET, UNDO,
and REDO buttons at the top.

• Select an oval in the toolbar and point out the red number that appears as the oval moves. Let students know
that some ovals will only have a question mark (all those after the first 12 ovals). Once students see the pattern,
they can decide where to place the ovals with question marks.

• Model placing an oval in the correct numbered box.

• "How did you know where to put the ovals that didn’t have numbers?" [Box 1 ovals have squares. Box 2 ovals have
spots. Box 3 ovals have stripes. Box 4 ovals are solid. The ovals with question marks go with other ovals that are
similar.]

• "Are all the ovals in Box 1 exactly the same?" [No.]

• "What about the ovals in Boxes 2, 3, and 4? Are they exactly the same?" [No.]

Even though the ovals in the boxes are not exactly the same, there is a pattern to the type of oval that goes in
each box. We can predict where the ovals with question marks belong.
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88. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Tsment: Temperemperaturature Pe Pattatternserns.. Have partners work together to complete the activity.

99. P. Prroject Wheroject Where did ye did you placou place thee thesse te temperemperaturaturees?s? Point to the temperature ovals on the right side of the projection
one at a time. Call on volunteers to share the name of the state that they chose. Follow up with a discussion that
reinforces students' thinking:

1100. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess.. Have students turn off the devices before returning them.

• "How did you predict where the temperatures with question marks belonged?" [They went with other
temperatures that were similar. Alaska temperatures were between 3º and 11°F. Florida temperatures were
between 63º and 70°F. Hawaii temperatures were between 79º and 84°F. New York temperatures were between
42º and 50°F.]

• "Another way to say that you were able to predict where to place the temperatures with question marks is
because you saw a pattern, just like with the ovals in the first activity."

• "When we first received data about Arc, Blue, and Creek Islands, the WPO only sent one day of data. Would you
have been able to predict where the temperatures with question marks belonged if you only had one day of data
for each state?" [No.]

In order to make predictions, you need to find a pattern, and it takes several days of data to figure out the
pattern.
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11. P11. Prroject Throject Three Pee Primatrimate Re Reesserervveess.. Have students refer to pages 26–27, Comparing Weather at the Primate Reserves,
in their notebooks.

• IsIsalo National Palo National Park:ark:

• "One way to describe the pattern of temperatures is to find the range. What was the temperature range in
January for Isalo National Park where ring-tailed lemurs live?" [The temperature range was 76º to 84°F.]

• "We can use this pattern to make a prediction about the temperature in Isalo National Park on February 1,
the first day of the next month after January. I can’t say exactly what the temperature will be, but I can
predict that the temperature will be between 76º and 84°F."

• YYakakushima Island:ushima Island:

• "How would you describe the pattern of temperatures in January for Yakushima Island where Japanese
macaques live?" [The temperature range was 43º to 72°F.]

• "Could you make a prediction about the temperature for Yakushima Island on February 1, the first day of the
next month after January?" [Yes. It would be between 43º and 72°F.]

• "Could you say exactly what the temperature would be on Yakushima Island on February 1?" [No.]

• Shennongjia NaturShennongjia Nature Re Reesserervve:e:

• "How would you describe the pattern of temperatures in January for Shennongjia, China, where Golden
Snub-Nosed monkeys live?" [The temperature range was 35º to 56°F.]

• "What would you predict about the temperature there on February 1?" [It would be between 35º and 56°F.]

• "Could you give an exact temperature?" [No.]

• "Though we can’t give an exact temperature, the range gives us an idea of what the temperature might be,
so we can make predictions."
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12. P12. Poosst and rt and reead aloud the kad aloud the keey cy conconceptept..

Embedded Formative Assessment

Although the temperature in a place can change each day, there is a pattern that can be described by the range
of temperatures. Different places have different temperature ranges.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 5: Tsment 5: Temperemperaturature Pe Pattatternserns
LLook fook for:or: In this activity, students take what they know about the temperature of a place and what they know about
patterns, and predict likely temperatures in four locations. Students should be building the understanding that there is
a pattern to the temperature of a place—it falls within a unique range—and that they can use that pattern to make
predictions about the temperature on other days. As students work with the labeled temperatures in the tool, they
should notice that there is a different range for each location. They should then use the range at each location to
determine where the ovals with question marks belong. Look for students who aren’t recognizing that there is a pattern
to the temperature in each location. These students may not think it is possible to place the ovals with question marks,
or they may place them based on something other than the range of temperatures given by the labeled ovals. Also, look
for students who try to place ovals with question marks early on, before they have placed enough of the labeled ovals to
see a pattern.

NoNow what?w what? Meet with students who need additional support using patterns to make predictions and those who did not
wait for a pattern to emerge before placing the ovals with question marks. Both groups of students will benefit from
using an everyday example to practice finding patterns and making predictions. First, explain a scenario to your
students. Ask them to imagine that for four days in a row, they observed the principal standing at the school’s entrance
in the morning saying “good morning” to each student. Ask them to imagine walking into school on the fifth day, and
have them predict what they would observe at the entrance. When students respond that they predict the principal
would be standing at the entrance and say “good morning” to each student, point out that they noticed a pattern. Over
and over again, the principal did the same thing, and they used that information to predict that she would do the same
thing on the fifth day. Now, ask students to imagine a second scenario: After seeing the principal greeting students on
the fifth day, their teacher asked them to deliver some papers to a teacher in a different grade that they did not know.
Ask students if they would predict that this teacher would also greet them and say “good morning.” Students should
respond that they would not predict this, so ask them to explain why. Support students in stating that since there was
not a pattern of this other teacher greeting them each morning, they have no reason to predict that he will say “good
morning” on this day. Extend the conversation by asking students what they would need to do in order to be able to
predict what this teacher would say. Students should respond that they would need to visit his classroom a few times to
see if there was a pattern. If so, they could make a prediction. Time permitting, lead a conversation about how this
example relates to the pattern and temperature activities with the digital app. Work on the app together, and guide
students to look for patterns before placing the ovals with question marks.

Lesson 2.3
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Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Sharing Digite: Sharing Digital Dal Deevicviceess
Throughout this unit, pairs share digital devices. We recommend that instead of working individually, students work
with partners so they can engage with and talk to each other while modeling their thinking. Establish clear expectations
for the use, handling, and storage of digital devices in order to decrease transition time between activities as well as
minimize any potential conflict that could arise from sharing a limited number of devices.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Sals: Scienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolsools
The purpose of science practice tools in the Amplify Science Elementary curriculum is to allow students to engage with
key science practices such as modeling, collecting and analyzing data, and making observations. The use of digital
apps affords students a flexible space in which to demonstrate their thinking and talk about what they are learning.
Students create models by using provided elements in order to guide them toward thinking about key unit concepts.
Students’ discussions around their models are key, as they explain their choices and reasons for making them. This can
reveal students’ understanding about the science ideas they have been learning.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: About theals: About the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
The Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool is an app that allows students to develop and show their understanding
about patterns related to weather and climate. The 2.3 Recognizing Patterns activity has students classify ovals based
on the number that appears when students move the ovals. Students identify the pattern for each numbered box and
use this pattern to classify the ovals that are labeled with question marks. In the 2.3 Temperature Patterns activity,
students use a similar approach to classify temperatures for different states during November. Students first place
ovals based on the state label that appears, which reveals a temperature range for each state. Students use this pattern
to classify the temperature ovals that are labeled with question marks. In both activities, students develop their skills
with identifying patterns and using those patterns to make predictions. Note that the Weather and Climate Science
Practice Tool will not let students know whether or not they have the correct answer. Students will likely be more
familiar with apps that respond to their actions, such as games that let them know if they are right or wrong. It may be
helpful to explain to students that this app is different. Its purpose is to enable them to demonstrate their thinking and
give them the chance to talk about science ideas they are learning.

Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: Pept: Pattatterns in theerns in the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
The Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool supports students in identifying a range of temperatures as a
discernable pattern that enables predictions. As students complete 2.3 Recognizing Patterns, they have categorized
ovals based on labels and visual differences (e.g., striped ovals in Box 3, solid ovals in Box 4). This tool clearly illustrates
the power of patterns for categorizing as students place unnumbered ovals solely on the basis of the visual patterns
that they discovered. Students are then supported in transferring this understanding of patterns to temperature ranges
in 2.3 Temperature Patterns. In this case, students reflect on how the temperature range of a given location constitutes
a pattern, which enables prediction.

Weather and Climate
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Instructional Suggestion

Student Thinking: TStudent Thinking: Temperemperaturature Re Rangange Pe Pattatternserns
The patterns described by the temperature ranges for the three primate reserves are quite different. Isalo's range has a
much smaller variation (8º) than Yakushima (29º variation) or Shennongjia (21º variation). If your students do not
accept the idea that meteorologists can predict the daily high temperature for Yakushima or Shennongjia with any
degree of accuracy using these ranges, you can reassure them that in all likelihood, the high temperature for the day will
be within that range. For example, in Yakushima, the temperature is likely to be between 43ºF and 72°F because that is
the pattern. While it does not forecast the specific number we may have come to expect when we want to know how to
dress or prepare, it is still a valid resource for predicting and comparing temperatures in different places.

Possible Responses

WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
2.3 R2.3 Rececognizing Pognizing Pattatternserns

PPrroficient roficient reesponssponsees will shos will show the fw the folloollowing:wing:

• Each numbered oval is in its corresponding numbered box.

• Ovals with questions marks are placed in boxes containing ovals with similar patterns. This demonstrates that
students determined the correspondence between numbers and decorations (crosshatched, spotted, striped, or
solid) and classified the ovals with question marks according to the pattern.

Lesson 2.3
Activity 2
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WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
2.3 T2.3 Temperemperaturature Pe Pattatternserns

PPrroficient roficient reesponssponsees will shos will show the fw the folloollowing:wing:

• Each temperature oval with a state name is in its corresponding state box.

• Ovals with questions marks are placed in state boxes with temperatures of the same range. This demonstrates
that students determined the pattern of given November temperatures for each state and classified the ovals
with question marks according to the pattern.

Weather and Climate
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26

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Weather and Climate—Lesson 2.3

Comparing Weather at the Primate Reserves

Directions:
1. Find and record the temperature range for each place.
2. Circle the temperature range on the temperature scale for each place. 

Use a different color for each and label it.
3. Answer the questions.

Isalo Temperature Range: _______ ºF to _______ ºF

Total Precipitation for January: 311 mm

Yakushima Temperature Range: _______ ºF to _______ ºF

Total Precipitation for January: 111 mm

Yakushima Island, Japan: Japanese Macaques
January, 2016: Daily High Temperatures

Isalo National Park, Madagascar: Ring-Tailed Lemurs
January, 2016: Daily High Temperatures

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.
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Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Weather and Climate—Lesson 2.3

Comparing Weather at the Primate Reserves (continued)

Shennongjia Temperature Range: _______ ºF to _______ ºF

Total Precipitation for January: 15 mm

Which place is warmest? _____________________________________________

Which place is coldest? ______________________________________________

Which place had the most precipitation in January? ___________________

How did meteorologists figure out the total precipitation for the month of 

January? __________________________________________________________

Why is it possible to compare the amount of precipitation in these three 

places? ____________________________________________________________

Shennongjia Nature Reserve, China: Golden Snub-Nosed Monkeys
January, 2016: Daily High Temperatures

Temperature Scale

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students use the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool to reflect on
patterns and temperature ranges for particular places.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce thee the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Tool.ool. Refer to the Investigation Question on the board and let
students know that they will use a digital app to work with patterns and predictions.

2. P2. Prroject Guidelineoject Guidelines fs for Uor Using Appsing Appss.. Review each guideline with students. Add your own guidelines as needed.

33. P. Prrojectoject Student AppStudent Apps Ps Pagagee.. Show students how to select Weather and Climate, then Box 1 for 2.3 Recognizing
Patterns.

1

2
MODELING TOOL

Analyzing Patterns

3

Analyzing Patterns
25
MIN

Averiguamos que las temperaturas siguen un patrón en diferentes lugares alrededor del mundo, así que
respondimos parte de la pregunta ¿Hay un patrón respecto de las condiciones atmosféricas que podamos usar
para hacer predicciones? El siguiente paso es ver cómo podrían ser útiles para nosotros estos patrones, ya que
somos meteorólogos que quieren predecir las condiciones atmosféricas.

Lesson 2.3
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44. D. Deesignatsignate pe pairairss, dis, distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess, and ha, and havve se studenttudents begin ws begin working.orking. After a few minutes, provide a signal for
students to switch “drivers” so both partners in each pair get a chance to work with the app.

55. P. Partnerartners infs infer the per the pattattern, then cern, then continue placing oontinue placing ovvalsals.. Have students place all the remaining ovals after they
determine the pattern.

66. P. Prroject Wheroject Where did ye did you placou place thee thesse oe ovvals?als? Point to the ovals on the right side of the projection one at a time. Call on
volunteers to share the number of the box that they chose.

• Read the instructions at the top of the screen.

• Point out the numbered boxes (1–4), the ovals in the scrollable toolbar on the far right, and the RESET, UNDO,
and REDO buttons at the top.

• Select an oval in the toolbar and point out the red number that appears as the oval moves. Let students know
that some ovals will only have a question mark (all those after the first 12 ovals). Once students see the pattern,
they can decide where to place the ovals with question marks.

• Model placing an oval in the correct numbered box.

• "How did you know where to put the ovals that didn’t have numbers?" [Box 1 ovals have squares. Box 2 ovals have
spots. Box 3 ovals have stripes. Box 4 ovals are solid. The ovals with question marks go with other ovals that are
similar.]

• "Are all the ovals in Box 1 exactly the same?" [No.]

• "What about the ovals in Boxes 2, 3, and 4? Are they exactly the same?" [No.]

Aunque los óvalos en los recuadros no son exactamente iguales, hay un patrón respecto del tipo de óvalo que va
en cada recuadro. Podemos predecir dónde van los óvalos con signos de interrogación.

Weather and Climate
Lesson Guides
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77. P. Prroject Student Appoject Student Apps Ps Pagagee.. Review how to select Weather and Climate, then Box 2, 2.3 Temperature Patterns. Let
students know that the second activity is similar to the first, but it has temperature data and the information that
appears is either the name of a state or a question mark. Go over the instructions, as needed.

88. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Tsment: Temperemperaturature Pe Pattatternserns.. Have partners work together to complete the activity.

99. P. Prroject Wheroject Where did ye did you placou place thee thesse te temperemperaturaturees?s? Point to the temperature ovals on the right side of the projection
one at a time. Call on volunteers to share the name of the state that they chose. Follow up with a discussion that
reinforces students' thinking:

1100. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess.. Have students turn off the devices before returning them.

• "How did you predict where the temperatures with question marks belonged?" [They went with other
temperatures that were similar. Alaska temperatures were between 3º and 11°F. Florida temperatures were
between 63º and 70°F. Hawaii temperatures were between 79º and 84°F. New York temperatures were between
42º and 50°F.]

• "Another way to say that you were able to predict where to place the temperatures with question marks is
because you saw a pattern, just like with the ovals in the first activity."

• "When we first received data about Arc, Blue, and Creek Islands, the WPO only sent one day of data. Would you
have been able to predict where the temperatures with question marks belonged if you only had one day of data
for each state?" [No.]

Para hacer predicciones, necesitan encontrar un patrón, y se requieren muchos días de datos para averiguar el
patrón.

Lesson 2.3
Activity 2
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11. P11. Prroject Throject Three Pee Primatrimate Re Reesserervveess.. Have students refer to pages 26–27, Comparing Weather at the Primate Reserves,
in their notebooks.

• IsIsalo National Palo National Park:ark:

• "One way to describe the pattern of temperatures is to find the range. What was the temperature range in
January for Isalo National Park where ring-tailed lemurs live?" [The temperature range was 76º to 84°F.]

• "We can use this pattern to make a prediction about the temperature in Isalo National Park on February 1,
the first day of the next month after January. I can’t say exactly what the temperature will be, but I can
predict that the temperature will be between 76º and 84°F."

• YYakakushima Island:ushima Island:

• "How would you describe the pattern of temperatures in January for Yakushima Island where Japanese
macaques live?" [The temperature range was 43º to 72°F.]

• "Could you make a prediction about the temperature for Yakushima Island on February 1, the first day of the
next month after January?" [Yes. It would be between 43º and 72°F.]

• "Could you say exactly what the temperature would be on Yakushima Island on February 1?" [No.]

• Shennongjia NaturShennongjia Nature Re Reesserervve:e:

• "How would you describe the pattern of temperatures in January for Shennongjia, China, where Golden
Snub-Nosed monkeys live?" [The temperature range was 35º to 56°F.]

• "What would you predict about the temperature there on February 1?" [It would be between 35º and 56°F.]

• "Could you give an exact temperature?" [No.]

• "Though we can’t give an exact temperature, the range gives us an idea of what the temperature might be,
so we can make predictions."

Weather and Climate
Lesson Guides
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12. P12. Poosst and rt and reead aloud the kad aloud the keey cy conconceptept..

Embedded Formative Assessment

Aunque la temperatura en un lugar puede cambiar cada día, hay un patrón que se puede describir por el rango de
las temperaturas. Diferentes lugares tienen diferentes rangos de temperaturas.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 5: Tsment 5: Temperemperaturature Pe Pattatternserns
LLook fook for:or: In this activity, students take what they know about the temperature of a place and what they know about
patterns, and predict likely temperatures in four locations. Students should be building the understanding that there is
a pattern to the temperature of a place—it falls within a unique range—and that they can use that pattern to make
predictions about the temperature on other days. As students work with the labeled temperatures in the tool, they
should notice that there is a different range for each location. They should then use the range at each location to
determine where the ovals with question marks belong. Look for students who aren’t recognizing that there is a pattern
to the temperature in each location. These students may not think it is possible to place the ovals with question marks,
or they may place them based on something other than the range of temperatures given by the labeled ovals. Also, look
for students who try to place ovals with question marks early on, before they have placed enough of the labeled ovals to
see a pattern.

NoNow what?w what? Meet with students who need additional support using patterns to make predictions and those who did not
wait for a pattern to emerge before placing the ovals with question marks. Both groups of students will benefit from
using an everyday example to practice finding patterns and making predictions. First, explain a scenario to your
students. Ask them to imagine that for four days in a row, they observed the principal standing at the school’s entrance
in the morning saying “good morning” to each student. Ask them to imagine walking into school on the fifth day, and
have them predict what they would observe at the entrance. When students respond that they predict the principal
would be standing at the entrance and say “good morning” to each student, point out that they noticed a pattern. Over
and over again, the principal did the same thing, and they used that information to predict that she would do the same
thing on the fifth day. Now, ask students to imagine a second scenario: After seeing the principal greeting students on
the fifth day, their teacher asked them to deliver some papers to a teacher in a different grade that they did not know.
Ask students if they would predict that this teacher would also greet them and say “good morning.” Students should
respond that they would not predict this, so ask them to explain why. Support students in stating that since there was
not a pattern of this other teacher greeting them each morning, they have no reason to predict that he will say “good
morning” on this day. Extend the conversation by asking students what they would need to do in order to be able to
predict what this teacher would say. Students should respond that they would need to visit his classroom a few times to
see if there was a pattern. If so, they could make a prediction. Time permitting, lead a conversation about how this
example relates to the pattern and temperature activities with the digital app. Work on the app together, and guide
students to look for patterns before placing the ovals with question marks.

Lesson 2.3
Activity 2
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Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Sharing Digite: Sharing Digital Dal Deevicviceess
Throughout this unit, pairs share digital devices. We recommend that instead of working individually, students work
with partners so they can engage with and talk to each other while modeling their thinking. Establish clear expectations
for the use, handling, and storage of digital devices in order to decrease transition time between activities as well as
minimize any potential conflict that could arise from sharing a limited number of devices.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Sals: Scienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolsools
The purpose of science practice tools in the Amplify Science Elementary curriculum is to allow students to engage with
key science practices such as modeling, collecting and analyzing data, and making observations. The use of digital
apps affords students a flexible space in which to demonstrate their thinking and talk about what they are learning.
Students create models by using provided elements in order to guide them toward thinking about key unit concepts.
Students’ discussions around their models are key, as they explain their choices and reasons for making them. This can
reveal students’ understanding about the science ideas they have been learning.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: About theals: About the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
The Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool is an app that allows students to develop and show their understanding
about patterns related to weather and climate. The 2.3 Recognizing Patterns activity has students classify ovals based
on the number that appears when students move the ovals. Students identify the pattern for each numbered box and
use this pattern to classify the ovals that are labeled with question marks. In the 2.3 Temperature Patterns activity,
students use a similar approach to classify temperatures for different states during November. Students first place
ovals based on the state label that appears, which reveals a temperature range for each state. Students use this pattern
to classify the temperature ovals that are labeled with question marks. In both activities, students develop their skills
with identifying patterns and using those patterns to make predictions. Note that the Weather and Climate Science
Practice Tool will not let students know whether or not they have the correct answer. Students will likely be more
familiar with apps that respond to their actions, such as games that let them know if they are right or wrong. It may be
helpful to explain to students that this app is different. Its purpose is to enable them to demonstrate their thinking and
give them the chance to talk about science ideas they are learning.

Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: Pept: Pattatterns in theerns in the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
The Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool supports students in identifying a range of temperatures as a
discernable pattern that enables predictions. As students complete 2.3 Recognizing Patterns, they have categorized
ovals based on labels and visual differences (e.g., striped ovals in Box 3, solid ovals in Box 4). This tool clearly illustrates
the power of patterns for categorizing as students place unnumbered ovals solely on the basis of the visual patterns
that they discovered. Students are then supported in transferring this understanding of patterns to temperature ranges
in 2.3 Temperature Patterns. In this case, students reflect on how the temperature range of a given location constitutes
a pattern, which enables prediction.
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Instructional Suggestion

Student Thinking: TStudent Thinking: Temperemperaturature Re Rangange Pe Pattatternserns
The patterns described by the temperature ranges for the three primate reserves are quite different. Isalo's range has a
much smaller variation (8º) than Yakushima (29º variation) or Shennongjia (21º variation). If your students do not
accept the idea that meteorologists can predict the daily high temperature for Yakushima or Shennongjia with any
degree of accuracy using these ranges, you can reassure them that in all likelihood, the high temperature for the day will
be within that range. For example, in Yakushima, the temperature is likely to be between 43ºF and 72°F because that is
the pattern. While it does not forecast the specific number we may have come to expect when we want to know how to
dress or prepare, it is still a valid resource for predicting and comparing temperatures in different places.

Possible Responses

WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
2.3 R2.3 Rececognizing Pognizing Pattatternserns

PPrroficient roficient reesponssponsees will shos will show the fw the folloollowing:wing:

• Each numbered oval is in its corresponding numbered box.

• Ovals with questions marks are placed in boxes containing ovals with similar patterns. This demonstrates that
students determined the correspondence between numbers and decorations (crosshatched, spotted, striped, or
solid) and classified the ovals with question marks according to the pattern.
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WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
2.3 T2.3 Temperemperaturature Pe Pattatternserns

PPrroficient roficient reesponssponsees will shos will show the fw the folloollowing:wing:

• Each temperature oval with a state name is in its corresponding state box.

• Ovals with questions marks are placed in state boxes with temperatures of the same range. This demonstrates
that students determined the pattern of given November temperatures for each state and classified the ovals
with question marks according to the pattern.
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Las condiciones atmosféricas y el clima—Lección 2.3

Comparar las condiciones atmosféricas  
en las reservas para primates

Instrucciones:
1. Encuentra y apunta el rango de temperaturas para cada lugar.
2. Encierra en un círculo el rango de temperaturas en la escala de 

temperaturas para cada lugar. Usa un color diferente para cada lugar e 
identifícalo con nombre.

3. Responde las preguntas.

Rango de temperaturas en Isalo: de _______ ºF a _______ ºF

Precipitación total para enero: 311 mm

Rango de temperaturas en Yakushima: de _______ ºF a _______ ºF

Precipitación total para enero: 111 mm

Isla Yakushima, Japón: macacos japoneses 
Enero de 2016: temperaturas máximas diarias

Parque nacional Isalo, Madagascar: lémures de cola anillada
Enero de 2016: temperaturas máximas diarias
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Las condiciones atmosféricas y el clima—Lección 2.3

Comparar las condiciones atmosféricas  
en las reservas para primates (continuación)

Rango de temperaturas en Shennongjia: de _______ ºF a _______ ºF

Precipitación total para enero: 15 mm

¿Qué lugar es más cálido? _____________________________________________

¿Qué lugar es más frío? ______________________________________________

¿Qué lugar tuvo más precipitación en enero?  ___________________________

¿Cómo averiguaron los/as meteorólogos/as la precipitación total para el 

mes de enero?  _____________________________________________________

¿Por qué es posible comparar la cantidad de precipitación en estos tres 

lugares?   ___________________________________________________________

Reserva natural Shennongjia, China: monos dorados de nariz chata
Enero de 2016: temperaturas máximas diarias

Escala de temperaturas
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